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Thomas Hardy, Metaphysics and Music-Mark Asquith 2005-08-02 This fascinating new study by Mark Asquith offers an original approach to Hardy's art as a novelist and entirely new readings of certain musical scenes in Hardy's works. Asquith utilizes a rich seam of original archival research (both scientific and musicalological), which will be of use to all Hardy scholars, and discusses a range of Hardy's major works in relation to musical metaphors - from early fiction The Poor Man and the Lady to later major works Jude the Obscure, Far From the Madding Crowd, the Mayor of Casterbridge.

The 'Sad Music of Humanity'-Mark Simeon Asquith 2001

Thomas Hardy's 'sad Music of Humanity'-Mark Simeon Asquith 2000

A Companion to Thomas Hardy-Keith Wilson 2012-09-05 Through original essays from a distinguished team of international scholars and Hardy specialists, A Companion to Thomas Hardy provides a unique, one-volume resource, which encompasses all aspects of Hardy's major novels, short stories, and poetry. Informed by the latest in scholarly, critical, and theoretical debates from some of the world's leading Hardy scholars, Reveals groundbreaking insights through examinations of Hardy's major novels, short stories, poetry, and drama. Explores Hardy's work in the context of the major intellectual and socio-cultural currents of his time and assesses his legacy for subsequent writers.

The Ashgate Research Companion to Thomas Hardy-Rosemarie Morgan 2016-03-23 In The Ashgate Research Companion to Thomas Hardy, some of the most prominent Hardy specialists working today offer an overview of Hardy's scholarship and suggest new directions in Hardy studies. The contributors cover virtually every area relevant to Hardy's fiction and poetry, including philosophy, paleontology, biography, science, film, popular culture, beliefs, gender, music, masculinity/masculinity, topography, musicology, illustrations, bibliographical studies and contemporary response. While several collections have surveyed the Hardy landscape, no previous volume has been composed especially for scholars and advanced graduate students. This companion is specially designed to aid original research on Hardy and serve as the critical basis for Hardy studies in the new millennium. Among the features are a comprehensive bibliography that includes not only works in English but, in acknowledgment of Hardy's explosion in popularity around the world, also works in languages other than English.

Thomas Hardy in Context-Phillip Mallett 2013-03-18 This collection covers the range of Thomas Hardy's works and their social and intellectual contexts, providing a comprehensive introduction to Hardy's life and times. Featuring short, lively contributions from forty-four international scholars, the volume explores the processes by which Hardy the man became Hardy the published writer; the changing critical responses to his work; his response to the social and political challenges of his time; his engagement with contemporary intellectual debate; and his legacy in the twentieth century and after. Emphasising the subtle and ongoing interaction between Hardy's life, his creative achievement and the unique historical moment, the collection also examines Hardy's relationship to such issues as class, education, folklore, archaeology and anthropology, evolution, marriage and masculinity, empire and the arts. A valuable contextual reference for scholars of Victorian and modernist literature, the collection will also prove accessible for the general reader of Hardy.

Thomas Hardy and the Comic Muse-J. K. Lloyd Jones 2009-03-26 There seems to have been a tendency to regard Thomas Hardy as a great tragic writer and to ignore or underestimate the value of his comic works. This derives no doubt partly from the fact that comedy as an art form has been consistently undervalued ever since Aristotle dealt with it so slightly and so slightly. It also stems from the evident inability of some readers and critics to allow an artist a wide scope and multiple voices. Thomas Hardy and the Comic Muse discusses the nature of comedy and the various theories that purport to explain or define it, and examines Hardy's works—novels, short stories, and poetry—in terms of the categories of farce, humour, satire, and wit. It looks at where and why Hardy made use of these forms of comedy, what his historical sources were, and why this side of his work has been so frequently neglected. It also looks at what insights might be provided by Hardy—both directly and indirectly—to answer the difficult but always tantalizing question: what is comedy? The two subjects, Hardy and Comedy, are counterpointed throughout so that they prove to be mutually illuminating.

Thomas Hardy-Ronald D. Morrison 2021-05-13 Thomas Hardy enjoyed a long and distinguished career as a novelist before devoting his talents to writing poetry for the remainder of his life. This book focuses on Hardy's remarkable achievements as a novelist. Although Victorian readers considered some of his works controversial, his novels remained highly regarded. His novels still appear in the syllabi of courses in Victorian literature and the British novel, as well as courses in feminist/gender studies, environmental studies, and other topics. Scholars, students, and the general reader, this companion helps to make Hardy's novels accessible by providing a detailed biography of Hardy, plot summaries of each novel, and analyses of the critical contexts surrounding them. Entries focus on the people, cultural forces, literary forms, and movements that influenced Hardy's novels. The companion also suggests approaches for original interpretations and suggestions for further study.

Jude the Obscure (Third Edition) (Norton Critical Edition)-Thomas Hardy 2016-04-15 This Third Norton Critical Edition of Hardy's final novel has been revised to reflect the breadth of responses it has received over the last fifteen years. The text of the novel is again based on Hardy's final revision for the 1912 Wessex Edition. The Norton Critical Edition also includes: · Expanded footnotes by Ralph Pite, further drawing out Hardy's web of allusions and comprehensively indicating the material culture in which he embeds this narrative. · A selection of Hardy's poems—four of them new to the Third Edition—that emphasizes the biographical contexts from which parts of Jude the Obscure arose. · Eighteen critical responses, including eleven modern essays—eight of them new to the Third Edition. Simon Gatrell, Michael Hollington, Elaine Showalter, Victor Luftig, and Mary Jacobus are among the new voices. · A Chronology and revised and expanded Selected Bibliography.

Anticipatory Materialisms in Literature and Philosophy, 1790-1930-Jo Carruthers 2020-01-25 Anticipatory Materialisms explores nineteenth and early twentieth-century literature that anticipates and pre-empts the recent philosophical ‘turn’ to materiality and affect. Critical volumes that approach literature via the prism of New Materialism are in the ascendance. This collection stakes a different claim: by engaging with neglected theories of materiality in literary and philosophical works that anticipate the twenty-first century ‘turn’ to New Materialism and theories of affect, the project aims to establish a dialogue between recent theoretical considerations of people-world relations in literature and that which has gone before. This project seeks to demonstrate in literary architecture and the physical world were being considered in literature between the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The project does not propose an air of finality; indeed, it is our hope that offering provocative and challenging chapters, which approach the subject from various critical and thematic perspectives, the collection will establish a broader dialogue regarding the ways in philosophy and literature have intersected and informed each other over the course of the long nineteenth century.

Victorian Pain-Rachel Ablow 2020-06-09 The nineteenth century introduced developments in science and medicine that made the eradication of pain conceivable for the first time. This new understanding of pain brought with it a complex set of moral and philosophical dilemmas. If pain serves no obvious purpose, how do we reconcile its existence with a well-ordered universe? Examining how writers of the day engaged with such questions, Victorian Pain offers a compelling new literary and philosophical history of modern pain. Rachel Ablow provides close readings of novelists Charlotte Brontë and Thomas Hardy and political and natural philosophers John Stuart Mill, Harriet Martineau, and Charles Darwin, as well as a variety of medical, scientific, and popular writers of the Victorian age. She explores how discussions of pain served as investigations into the status of persons and the nature and parameters of social life. No longer conceivable as divine trial or punishment, pain in the nineteenth century came to seem instead like a historical accident suggesting little...
or nothing about the individual who suffers. A landmark study of Victorian literature and the history of pain, Victorian Pain shows how these writers came to see pain as a social as well as a personal problem. Rather than simply self-evident to the sufferer and unknowable to anyone else, pain was also understood to be produced between persons—and even, perhaps, by the fictions they read.

Flat Protagonists–Marta Figlerowicz 2016-12-26 We’ve all encountered protagonists who, over the course of a novel, turn out to be more complicated than we thought at first. But what does one do with a major character who simplifies as a novel progresses, to the point where even this novel’s other characters begin to disregard him? Flat Protagonists shows that writers have undertaken such formal experiments—which give rise to its titular “flat protagonsists”—since the novel’s incipience. It finds such characters in British and French novels ranging from the late-seventeenth to the early-twentieth century by Aphra Behn, Isabelle de Charrières, Françoise de Graffigny, Thomas Hardy, and Marcel Proust. Marta Figlerowicz argues that these uncommon flat protagonists challenge our larger views about the novel as a genre. Unpacking a longstanding tradition of valuing characters for their complexity, Figlerowicz proposes that novels, and their characters, should be appreciated for highlighting the limits to how much attention any particular person’s self-expression tends to garner, and how much insight anyone has to offer their community. As invitations to consider how we might come across to others, rather than merely how others come across to us, flat protagonists both subvert and complement the more conventional approach to novels as, at their best, sites of instruction in interpersonal empathy. 

The Logic of Slavery–Tim Armstrong 2012-08-27 This book meditates on the conceptual underpinnings of slavery and investigates its impact on other areas of Western culture.

The Thomas Hardy Journal 2006


Lost in the New West–Mark Asquith 2021-10-07 Lost in the New West investigates a group of writers – John Williams, Cormac McCarthy, Annie Proulx and Thomas McGuane – who have sought to explore the tensions inherent to the Western, where the distinctions between old and new, myth and reality, authenticity and sentimentality are frequently blurred. Collectively these authors demonstrate a deep-seated attachment to the landscape, people and values of the West and offer a critical appraisal of the dialogue between the contemporary West and its legacy. Mark Asquith draws attention to the idealistic young men at the center of such works as Williams’s The Butter-Crossing (1960), McCarthy’s Blood Meridian (1985) and Border Trilogy, Proulx’s Wyoming stories and McGuane’s Deadrock novels. For each writer, these characters struggle to come to terms with the difference between the suspect mythology of the West that shapes their identity and the reality that surrounds them. They are, in short, lost in the New West.

Music in Contemporary British Fiction–Gerry Smyth 2008-11-20 A study of the role and representation of music in contemporary British fiction which also provides a theoretical account of the historical relationship between the two media.

The Hardy Society Journal 2006

Modernism and the Individual Talent–Jörg Rademacher 2002 Following their first gathering in Munster, Westphalia, the city of Ford’s ancestors, Fordians present a multi-faceted image of this Anglo-German and Francophile English Modernist. International interest in the Hueffers’ German background will be triggered by two articles on Franz Hueffer and the references to Munster and Westphalia in Ford’s writings. Excursions in politics and poetry and Ford in context provide a framework for “Aspects of Parade’s End”, the edition and simultaneous translation of which into major European languages forms the most important project for the new Millennium.

Annie Proulx’s Brokeback Mountain and Postcards–Mark Asquith 2009-09-10 This guide to Annie Proulx’s novel Postcards and her short story Brokeback Mountain features a biography of the author, a full-length analysis of the texts, a summary of the their popular and critical reception, a discussion of the recent film adaptation of Brokeback Mountain and its reception and a great deal more. If you are studying either text, reading them for your book club, or if you simply want to know more, you’ll find this guide informative, intelligent, and helpful.

The British National Bibliography–Arthur James Wells 2005

Music in German Philosophy–Stefan Lorenz Sorgner 2010 Though many well-known German philosophers have devoted considerable attention to music and its aesthetics, surprisingly few of their writings on the subject have been translated into English. Stefan Lorenz Sorgner, a philosopher, and Oliver Fürbeth, a musicologist, here fill this important gap for musical scholars and students alike with this compelling guide to the musical discourse of ten of the most important German philosophers, from Kant to Adorno. Music in German Philosophy includes contributions from a renowned group of ten scholars, including some of today’s most prominent German thinkers, all of whom are specialists in the writers they treat. Each chapter consists of a short biographical sketch of the philosopher concerned and, in summary, his writings on aesthetics, and finally a detailed exploration of his thoughts on music. The book is prefaced by the editors’ original introduction, presenting music philosophy in Germany before and after Kant, as well as a new introduction and foreword to this English-language edition, which places contemplations on music by these German philosophers within a broader intellectual climate.

Book Review Index–2006 Every 3rd issue is a quarterly compilation.

The Lost Frontier–Mark Asquith 2014-06-19 Annie Proulx is one of the most provocative and stylistically innovative writers in America today. She is at her best in the short story format, and the best of these are to be found in her Wyoming trilogy, in which she turns her eye on America’s West both past and present. Yet despite the vast amount of print expended reviewing her books, there has been nothing published on the Wyoming Stories. The Lost Frontier fills this critical void by offering a detailed examination of the key stories in the trilogy: Close Range (1999), Bad Dirt (2004), Fine Just the Way It Is (2008). The chapters are arranged according to western archetypes—the Pioneer, Rancher, Cowboy, Indian, and, arguably, the most important character of all in Proulx’s fiction: Landscape. The Lost Frontier offers students a clear sense of the novelist’s early life and work, her stylistic influences and the characteristics of her fiction and an understanding of where the Wyoming Stories, and Annie Proulx’s work as a whole, fits into traditional and contemporary writing about the American West.

Thomas Hardy: the Poetic Structure–Jean R. Brooks 1971 Building upon past criticism & scholarship, this ambitious & comprehensive study gives a balanced view of Thomas Hardy’s total achievement.

Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature–Modern Humanities Research Association 2005 Includes both books and articles.

Nineteenth-century Literature–2005

Historical Dictionary of Schopenhauer’s Philosophy–David E. Cartwright 2005 Historical Dictionary of Schopenhauer’s Philosophy presents a narrative that weaves the significant events of Arthur Schopenhauer’s life within the greater fabric of his existence. The chronicle lists these events, the introductory essay provides an overview of his philosophical thought and his belief that philosophy was the purpose of his life, and the more than 200 dictionary entries review the key ideas, concepts, doctrines, and philosophical figures related to his thought. A comprehensive bibliography provides a list of the most frequently cited German collections of Schopenhauer’s books, noteworthy German primary source materials, English translations of Schopenhauer’s books, and English-language collections of essays drawn from Schopenhauer’s Oeuvre. This engaging work opens the door to a better understanding of Schopenhauer’s philosophy for readers of all levels.

The Ashgate Research Companion to Thomas Hardy–The Ashgate Research Companion to Thomas Hardy, the most prominent Hardy specialists working today offer an overview of Hardy scholarship and suggest new directions in Hardy studies. The contributors cover virtually every area relevant to Hardy’s fiction and poetry, including philosophy, palaeontology, biography, science, film, popular
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